
Israel Bombed Syria on Christmas After US
Began Removing Troops Out of the Area

written by GEG | December 28, 2018

Russia accused Israel of violating Syria’s sovereignty and threatening two civilian
flights near the airport when Israeli launched air raids in Damascus. PM Netanyahu is
warning that Israeli attacks will intensify to prevent Iran from expanding its influence
in the area.

Talk of Building the Wall Continues
Endlessly. Meanwhile Obama-Style Catch-and
Release Continues.
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25,000 South American migrants were apprehended in November of this year compared to
7,000 in November 2017. Apprehended does not mean sent back. This week, at least 400
illegal aliens were transported to a bus station in El Paso, Texas, and released.

Guatamalan Migrant Boy Dies in Spite of
Medical Care by Doctors at US Border.
Democrats Use This Tragedy to Criticize
Trumps’s Immigration Policy.

written by GEG | December 28, 2018

An 8-year-old boy died on Christmas Eve while in US custody. He was examined by doctors
but died in spite of receiving medications. President Trump’s opponents have seized on
this tragedy to attack his immigration policies.
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Triplets Became Severely Autistic Within
Hours of Vaccination in 2007 and Continue to
Suffer

written by GEG | December 28, 2018

None of the children have fully recovered and Clair is still non-verbal and is not
potty-trained.  The McDowells found out that the vaccine was contaminated and had been
pulled from the market after it killed a 2-year old, which was hidden from the public.

Two Scandinavian Women, While Camping in
Morocco, Were Brutally Murdered by ISIS
Terrorists
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Ironically, one of the victims, Maren Ueland, posted a video against discrimination of
Muslims in 2015 and wrote, “Never judge people by their appearance.”

70% of Venezuelans Are Starving, and Women
as Young as 14 Are Surviving under Socialism
by Selling, Sex, Hair, and Breast Milk.

written by GEG | December 28, 2018

A doctor reported that some of his adult male patients now weigh no more than 77 pounds.
Suicide is on the rise, because many feel that they are doomed to die anyway. Crime and
violence have become rampant throughout the country.
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‘Fake News’ Reporter at Der Spiegel Could
Face Charges for Embezzlement of Funds Meant
for Syrian Orphans

written by GEG | December 28, 2018

Relotius may have used a private email account to ask for donations to help Syrian
orphans in Turkey. It is believed that the story he wrote is mostly fiction, and that he
pocketed donations meant for the children.

GoFundMe Returns over $400,000 Scammed by
New Jersey Grifters
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Kate McClure, Mark D’Amico, and homeless veteran Johnny Bobbitt were charged with theft
by deception after they concocted a story that Bobbitt had given McClure his last $20
after her car ran out of fuel, which left her stranded on the side of I-95 in a
dangerous neighborhood.

When Los Angeles Doubled Its Budget to Take
Care of the Homeless, the Crime Rate among
the Homeless Rose 50%
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Collectivist political strategists are not interested in helping homeless people.
Instead, they elevate the most disruptive elements, economically, politically, socially,
and culturally, in order to create havoc that can be used as justification for more
government power to combat the havoc.

California Sanctuary Law Got Illegal Alien
Out of Jail, and He Killed 3 People!

written by GEG | December 28, 2018

As a direct result of California’s sanctuary law, Gustavo Garcia, a violent criminal
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with past deportations, was set free from jail. He shot and killed two people before
speeding down a highway, driving in the wrong direction, and finally being killed in a
police chase.

GOP Representative Louie Gohmert Introduced
Legislation to Remove Immunity from Tech
Giants

written by GEG | December 28, 2018

Republican US Representative Louie Gohmert is pushing legislation that will remove the
liability protections and will allow lawsuits to be filed against tech giants for their
bias in censorship.

Rand Paul Published His Annual ‘Festivus’
Waste Report
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Highlights include: providing over $76 million to soldiers in the Somali National Army,
devoting over $650,000 to develop a drama series to air in Afghanistan, spending more
than $2.4 million to study daydreaming, and setting aside $18 million to support tourism
in Egypt.


